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The Black Man and the Wounded World

A History of the Negro Race in the World War and After

W. E. Burghardt DuBois

Chapter 1. Interpretations

WHAT is the ruling power in any given country? Speaking modernwise most would say Public
Opinion. But this of course is a loose and inaccurate term. Opinion is individual. No "Public"
can have an "opinion". The figure of speech is permissible but easily and crassly misleading. It
is the power, wishes, opinion of certain persons which rule the world. These Dominant Wills
may rule by physical force, or superior intelligence or greater wealth or logical persuasion, and
consequently may be regarded as Dominant Powers or Dominant Wishes or Dominant
Intelligence or Highest Good -but always whatever rules exhibits itself as Will -action, effective
deed.

To these Dominant Wills, be it the Will of One, or the Agreements of Many -of a Minority or of
a Majority, and be it put in power by chance, force or reason -there must be, as long as it rules,
the Submission of all individuals to its mandates. In these Current Submissions of individual
men lies the core and kernel of modern ethical judgment of group action.

The effort to make these acts of submission free individual judgments is the movement toward
Freedom. But Freedom is always restrained by the fear that the dethroning of the Dominant
Wills at any time -that is, the refusal of a large number of persons to submit to a particular
opinion or set of opinions -will result in the partial or total overthrow of civilized society,
before enough submissions acknowledge, and thus enthrone, another Dominant Will. It is this
fear of anarchy that leads to the persistent opposition to the right to challenge the Dominant
Wills. The Right of Challenge is Democracy, and to Democracy the momentarily Dominant
Wills are almost always opposed, particularly if dominion is based on force or bribery.

If the Dominant Wills are based on reason why should they fear universal Challenge -universal
Democracy? Because most people are too inexperienced to get at the truth and too ignorant to
reason correctly on given data. This ignorance can be corrected by universal education, but the
Dominant Wills sometimes (1) do not believe in the possibility of educating all folk; (2) have
desires and ambitions which can be satisfied only by the persistence of ignorance among the
mass.

Thus the Dominant Wills in most periods of history have opposed the Challenge of Democracy
because they desire the ignorance of most men. And they defend this desire by the assertion or
even passionate belief that most men must and should be ignorant if civilization is to prevail.

Here then lies the heart and kernel of all social and political problems at any time. First we
must ask whose is this Dominant Will? Then, is there any right of challenge and who can and
does exercise the right? What is the attitude of the Dominant Will toward the increased
intelligence and efficiency of men?

In the first quarter of the 20th century, the Dominant Wills in most lands are the wills of those
persons who are seeking Incomes as distinguished from Wages and who are, by training,
masters of the intricate organization of modern commerce and industry. The distinction
between Income and Wage is of course not absolute, but Wage usually means a direct return
for personal effort, while Income is the return which one commands by reason of his property
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rights or influence or social power. It is the almost universal ambition of men today to receive
sufficient Income so as to make personal exertion on their part unnecessary -in other words, as
we say, they desire to be "independent".

The income-receiving persons form a small but intelligent and highly specialized minority of
men, while the mass of men are wage-earners or community workers in unorganized industry.
So powerful and persuasive is this ruling class that most people identify its will with civilization
and its industrial aims with life itself. Industry is life -commerce is government, they say
openly or silently. Now modern industry

raison d'être

To this tendency is opposed the interest of the majority of men who are wage earners or in
unorganized or primitive industry. What Right of Challenge have they before the Dominant
Will? The democratic movement of the 19th century gave a few of them (the men in organized
industry) a nominal right to challenge legally and at regular intervals the Dominant Wills. This
Right to Vote -a mighty landmark in the advance of Man, and one which every group achieves
sooner or later, or dissolves -is the beginning and not the end of democracy and meets at the
outset baffling difficulties and limitations. These are chiefly (1) Ignorance (2) Propaganda (3)
Law and Custom.

(1) Human society in its industrial, religious, aesthetic and other aspects is a tremendously
intricate mechanism. Few even of the most intelligent grasp it thoroughly and most men have
no adequate conception of it. When now the Dominant Wills of a society form a trained group
led by their selfish interests as well as their intelligence and ideals to fasten themselves in
power, the ignorant mass has small chance of using their vote with enough intelligence to
dislodge them without catastrophe to the State. The evident remedy for this is Education, the
formal training of Children, the higher training of Youth, and the broader training of Citizens
by experience, information, contacts and art -in other words the spread of Truth.

(2) But the spread of Truth is undertaken today by Propaganda. Now the dissemination of
Truth presupposes normally a group of absolutely impartial Truth Bearers or Teachers or
Priests or Prophets who know the Truth and who quite impartially and persistently make all
free of it who will listen. But Propaganda is the effort not necessarily to spread the Truth, but to
make people BELIEVE that what they hear is true; and to the propagandist any means which
will accomplish this end of passionate, of unwavering and of forcible uncritical belief is
justifiable. This is a dangerous but a very widespread method of public teaching today and
what makes it most dangerous is the use which it makes of the Lie.

Lying is so dangerous an enemy to organized human life that usually it is regarded as an
absolutely unjustifiable instrument of human advance. Yet manifestly everyone admits certain
extreme cases when a deliberate Lie can be defended; and many are willing to use a partial
truth to gain a good end while millions are willing without any attempt at investigation or
corroboration to assume as true anything that they passionately wish to be true. Propaganda
then, with large use of the deliberate Lie, the Half Truth and the Unproven Wish, has become a
tremendous weapon in our day and is used particularly by the Dominant Wills to establish
themselves in power by voluntary limitation of the Right of Challenge, or in other words by
limiting the right to vote or the votable questions or the general field of democratic
government. By this means most people today are convinced that the matters of work, wages
and organized industry are quite beyond the possibility of democratic control and always will
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be; while a goodly number believe that the inter-relations of great nations can never be matters
of open popular decision and many think that the making and interpreting of laws is not a
matter for the average voter to have a voice in.

(3) Finally Law systems greatly impede democracy. Law is the attempt to reduce to logical
statement the Dominant Will of the day. This is an exceedingly difficult task in itself but it is
made more difficult because both the statement and the interpretation of the statement's
meaning in particular cases are in the hands of technicians. These technically trained lawyers
are dominated on the one hand by a mediaeval desire for perfections and consistency which
makes them slaves to the precedents of dead centuries, and on the other hand they drift largely
into the pay and control of the dominant income-seeking classes.

Thus ignorance, propaganda and customary

law have so delimited the field of practical political democracy that it has become a very
ineffective method of challenging the rule of the Dominant Wills. At the same time the rule of
the Income-seekers has become peculiarly oppressive and dangerous, and for this reason the
call for democratic control becomes more and more insistent. To repeat: In order to
understand modern civilized life one must realize the conflict which has arisen between the
Income Seekers and the Wage Earners. The great accomplishment of the 19th century was the
organization of work -the far gathering of raw materials, the making of tools, machines and
production goods and the synchronizing of effort. The result is a marvelous triumph of human
skill and efficiency in making available a miraculous amount of consumptive goods and human
services. If these goods and services had been designed for and applied to satisfying the highest
wants of the mass of men our advance in culture would have been tremendous. It has been
great despite the fact that the annual output of goods and services is arranged mainly to satisfy
the wants of a small but powerful minority of the civilized world.

The power of this minority arises from their monopoly of finished goods, materials and
production goods, which enables them largely to determine what goods shall be produced and
what services paid for and at what rate, and also the ownership of the goods and services. This
tremendous power -by far the greatest of modern days, and overshadowing most political
power -has been successfully challenged with very great difficulty. The hindrances are: the
widespread ignorance of the industrial process; the desire of most men to share this vast power
rather than curb it; the use of widespread propaganda to prove the impossibility of any
fundamental change in the control of industry. In this way Democratic control has been largely
kept out of industry and the owners of goods and materials have become the almost
unchallenged Dominant Wills of the World.

Almost, but not quite, unchallenged, for the wage-earners have begun the challenge. The wage-
earners are those whose work is determined and wages fixed by the Income-Owners. There are
among them a large number of Income-Seekers -i. e. those who wish not so much to curb the
power of the Income Owners as to share their spoils. But gradually there has grown up among
them an opinion that the wage system is right and the income system wrong, that every one
should work and be paid for the work, and that the ownership of materials and productive
goods should vest in the democratically controlled state. Meantime, however, before this
thought became clear in their minds, their practical protest was against the amount of wages
allotted them. It was too small for decent living or the rearing of children, especially when
contrasted with the riches and power of the industrial world. At first they were answered that
the rate of wages was not a matter of will but of natural law. Wages could not be increased save
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by reducing the number of laborers, by starvation, cataclysm, or voluntary restraints. This the
laborers refused to believe. They tried to use political power, but were baffled by ignorance, law
and propaganda.

Waters dammed in one direction burst their bounds in other and unexpected places.
Democratic control, baffled in electing officials and law-making, found a new weapon in the
Strike and Boycott. That is, realizing that the heart and centre of the Income-Seeker's power
was his synchronizing of the industrial process over wide areas coupled with control of
materials and machines, the hand workers sought to stop their coöperation and to refuse to
work or refuse to buy at such critical times and places as would compel consideration of their
wishes.

Propaganda and legal obstacles were for years used against the Strike, but after a century it has
become a recognized weapon of offense by Wage-Earners against Employers. The open warfare
of the Strike gradually softened into the parleys of the Labor Union and the Corporations; then
came the shop committees and Coöperative buying, and there was foreshadowed the
syndicalist control of factories and Coöperative production.

This development stimulated political democracy by educating the voters in the intricacies of
industrial organization and giving them experience in group work. More political activity and
more effective voting appeared so that the State itself was forced not only into some general
control

of Industry but even into undertaking certain lines of industrial activity. Industrial Democracy
or rather Democracy in Industry seemed the swiftly approaching goal of civilization at the
opening of the 20th century.

But the Dominant Wills of the Income Seekers were moving to wider conquests and had been
for nearly fifty years, and the very triumphs of Industrial Democracy furnished an opportunity.
Beginning with the African Slave trade a world commerce had grown up. Like national industry
it began haphazard and was gradually organized and systematized. Gradually the local and
national industrial systems tended to become cogs in the wheel of an international industrial
organization. The basic foundations of this vaster set of enterprises were: (A) The ownership of
vast areas of "colonies" inhabited by semi-civilized people; (B) Slave labor or peons without
wage; (C) A monopoly of valuable raw material; (D) A monopoly of transportation facilities. On
this foundation it was proposed to build a national set of industries, and in these industries the
wage earner would be pacified by high wages and even allowed some measure of democratic
control. In other words the Dominant Wills proposed to share some of their economic power
with the laborers in return for the political consent of the Laborer to the policy of conquest,
slavery, monopoly and theft in Eastern Europe, Asia, Africa, and Central and South America.

This New Imperialism has widely prevailed and its way has been cleared by a new Propaganda.
This Propaganda bases itself mainly on Race and Color -human distinctions long since
discarded by Science as of little or no real significance. But this false scientific dogma which the
18th century rejected with avidity making freedom the basis of a new and world wide
Humanity has been revamped by 20th century Industrialism as an Eternal Truth, so that most
modern men of the masses believe the advancement of civilization necessarily involves slavery,
lust and rapine in Africa.

With scarce an articulate word of protest then the world in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries was hurriedly divided up among European Countries and the United States into
colonies owned or controlled by white civilized nations, or "spheres of influence" dominated by
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them. To the casual glance of most folk this was simply a process of civilizing barbarians,
"protecting" them and "developing" their resources. But its real nature is manifest when we
ask, "For whose benefit is this New Imperialism of the white over the darker world?" Before
1914 the world answered with shrill accord, "For the benefit of the whites!" And they believed,
thanks to organized Propaganda, that the salvation of Civilized Europe lay in the degradation
of Uncivilized Africa and the subjection of the Balkans, Asia and the islands of the sea.

Since 1914, we are less assured. Since 1914 we have begun to fear lest our theory of exploitation
of the semi-barbarians may not necessarily involve our own glorification. And this because in
allocating the spoils of the Earth, Europe fell into a jealous quarrel that nearly overthrew
Civilization and left it mortally wounded. Some there are still who see in this greatest
catastrophe which the world ever knew simply a failure to agree. They argue that if Germany
had not been so greedy and had been satisfied with the domination of Asia Minor, half of
Portuguese Africa, and part of the Belgian Congo; and if Austria had been content with Bosnia
and Herzegovina, and had not coveted Serbia, Roumania and most of the Balkans -that in this
case the world industrial dominion under England, Germany, France, Italy and the United
States could have been established and maintained. But is this true? On the contrary, it is a
very doubtful truth. This God-defying dream had a thousand seeds of disaster: not simply a
hundred recurring points of disagreement in colonial expansion and development, but the
inevitable future reaction of the wage earners of Europe and the natives of the colonies.

Sooner or later Europe would learn two facts: (1) The dullest European wage-earner will
gradually come to see that by upholding Imperial Aggression over the darker peoples by his
political vote and his growing economic power he is but fastening tighter on himself the rule of
the Rich; (2) Not even the most successful Propaganda, aided by Pseudo-Science and human
hatred, can forever keep the white wage-earner from realizing that the victims of imperial
greed in Asia and Africa

are human beings like himself -suffering like him and from like causes, held in degradation and
ignorance and like him, too, capable of infinite uplift and of ruling themselves and the world.

The Crisis then was bound to come. It did come in 1914-18. The Great War was a Scourge, an
Evil, a retrogression to Barbarism, a waste, a wholesale murder. It was not necessary -it was
precipitated by the will of men.

Who was to blame? Not Germany but certain Germans. Not England but certain Englishmen.
Not France but certain Frenchmen. All those modern civilized citizens who submitted
voluntarily to the Dominant Wills of those who ruled the leading lands in 1914 were blood
guilty of the murder of the men who fell in the war. More guilty were those whose acts and
thoughts made up the Dominant Wills and who were willing to increase their incomes at the
expense of those who suffer in Europe and out, under the present industrial system. There is
no dodging the issue. Guilt is personal. Deed is personal, Opinion and Will are personal.
Systems and Nations are not to blame -individuals are to blame. Individuals caused the Great
War, did its deviltry and are guilty of its endless Crime.

ON account of its length and its frankly pro-Negro attitude, it is possible that Dr. Du Bois'
history of the Negro in the World War will have to be published by subscription. In this case
the possibility of publication will depend on the number of persons willing to subscribe. If you
are interested will you sign and return the appended blank or one similar to it?
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The undersigned is interested in the publication of "The Black Man in the Wounded World" by
Dr. W. E. Burghardt Du Bois and would like details as to its size, cost and date of issue when
these matters have been determined on.

Name. . . . .

Address. . . . .
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